
THE 
DREADNAUGHT

THE SCOUT



The Planetary Collage sewing frame is the result of two years R & D to create an apparatus which 
would make the task of hand sewing and forwarding more simple and elegant. The features on the 
new frame provide a platform for sound, firm sewing and the mirror makes visible the process both 
inside the book sections and at the spine. The Anubis Clip [patent pending] creates a perfect 
tension for cord, tape, thong or braided sewing support and the page holder and fence enable the 
binder to sew a perfectly true book block without supplementary weights and squares.

The frame is made of the best possible materials and is designed for many lifetimes. Both sides, 
top and bottom, are surfaced in moisture proof laminate, easily cleaned, which will always keep the 
large base of the frame flat. The steel construction is very strong yet light, the whole machine 
weighing in at twenty pounds. The cross bar will hold thread, cord and can be easily rigged with an 
under counter light fixture for supplementary illumination [not provided]. The frame dismantles 
easily should you want to pack it up for a workshop or beach trip.

You will find that your book sewing can take on an air of experimentation and spontaneity due to 
the ease of rigging the frame or even stopping midway through a project. It is easily set up or 
taken down even with a project underway. Students have found new sewing patterns simply because 
the vertical supports are out of the way so all you are doing is concentrating on sewing.

The Planetary Collage Sewing Frame DREADNAUGHT model, measures 24 x16 at the base and  is 17 
inches high. It comes complete with cross bar for sundries, mirror and fence [Transparent, Virgin 
Blue, Biohazard orange, Haze Filter yellow and Rose City red.-- your choice] You also get 12 Anubis 
Clips and a full  box of base clips. Custom sizes and laminate colors will be available. Please inquire.

$650.00 plus shipping 

The smaller SCOUT model measures 16 x 12 inches and is 13 inches tall. It utilizes many of the 
features of the Dreadnaught but is thought of as the entry level model. for its smaller size the 
SCOUT model will allow the creation of professionally sewn books. 

$395.00 plus shipping.

for info and ordering: Timothy C. Ely  509-397-3573  axt1221@aol.com


